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ABSTRACT
The phase-apodized-pupil Lyot coronagraph (PAPLC) is a pairing of the apodized-pupil Lyot coron-
agraph (APLC) and the apodizing phase plate (APP) coronagraph. We describe a numerical optimiza-
tion method to obtain globally-optimal solutions for the phase apodizers for arbitrary telescope pupils,
based on the linear map between complex-amplitude transmission of the apodizer and the electric field
in the post-coronagraphic focal plane. PAPLCs with annular focal-plane masks and point-symmetric
dark zones perform analogous to their corresponding APLCs. However with a knife-edge focal-plane
mask and one-sided dark zones, the PAPLC yields inner working angles as close as 1.4λ/D at contrasts
of 10−10 and maximum post-coronagraphic throughput of > 75% for telescope apertures with central
obscurations of up to 30%. We present knife-edge PAPLC designs optimized for the VLT/SPHERE
instrument and the LUVOIR-A aperture. These designs show that the knife-edge PAPLC retains its
performance, even for realistic telescope pupils with struts, segments and non-circular outer edges.
Keywords: instrumentation: high angular resolution — techniques: high angular resolution — meth-
ods: numerical
1. INTRODUCTION
In the last few decades, we have seen tremendous ad-
vances in the field of exoplanets. Initiated by the dis-
covery of the first planet orbiting another main-sequence
star by Mayor & Queloz (1995), we now know that most
stars harbor a companion in the habitable zone (Borucki
et al. 2011). The majority of planets are detected us-
ing indirect methods, such as radial velocity (Mayor &
Queloz 1995) and transits (Charbonneau et al. 2000;
Henry et al. 2000). For the brightest stars with tran-
siting planets, spectral characterisation is possible dur-
ing the transit itself. Longer period planetary transits
require precise ephemerides and are limited by the de-
creasing frequency of observed transits. Direct imaging
of these planetary systems provides a way for the detec-
tion and characterization of the atmospheres, including
variability induced by the rotational modulation of cloud
and weather systems and the discovery of liquid water
Corresponding author: Emiel H. Por
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surfaces through glints off liquid surface detectable with
polarization.
With the advent of extreme adaptive optics systems,
such as VLT/SPHERE (Beuzit et al. 2008), Gem-
ini/GPI (Macintosh et al. 2008), Clay/MagAO-X (Close
et al. 2012; Males et al. 2014), and Subaru/SCExAO (Jo-
vanovic et al. 2015), and dedicated space-based instru-
mentation, such as WFIRST/CGI (Spergel et al. 2013)
and HabEx (Mennesson et al. 2016), spatially-resolved
imaging of exoplanets has started to become a reality.
An optical system known as a coronagraph filters out
the light from the on-axis star, while letting through
the light from off-axis sources, such as that from faint
companions or debris disks. This permits analysis of the
off-axis light directly, without being overwhelmed by the
on-axis star, and therefore easier chemical characteriza-
tion of the material orbiting the star. Coronagraphs are
both currently used and planned for both future and
current space- and ground-based systems.
Many families of coronagraphs have been developed
over the years. Among the simplest are the pupil-plane
coronagraphs. These coronagraphs apodize the light
only in a single pupil plane. The pattern of apodization
is designed in such a way as to generate a dark region in
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2the focal plane. Note that, as both on- and off-axis light
is apodized in the same way, the apodization pattern
must be as minor as possible as to not block too much of
the light from the companion or disk. Generally during
the design process of such a coronagraph, the through-
put is maximized while simultaneously constraining the
stellar intensity in the dark zone. Pupil-plane corona-
graphs can be separated into two types:
• Shaped pupil coronagraphs (SPC). These corona-
graphs apodize the pupil with a binary amplitude
pattern. Amplitude apodization initially started
off as grey-scale (Slepian 1965), but has since
changed to binary (Kasdin et al. 2003), as Car-
lotti et al. (2011) showed that convex optimiza-
tion of a gray-scale apodizer yields a globally-
optimal binary amplitude mask. SPCs can only
create dark zones with point symmetry: as the
Fourier transform of a real function is Hermitian,
any amplitude-apodized pupil, either binary or
gray-scale, inherently has a point-symmetric point
spread function (PSF).
• Apodizing phase plate coronagraphs (APP). These
coronagraphs apodize the pupil with a phase-only
mask (Codona et al. 2006; Snik et al. 2012; Otten
et al. 2017). Early designs used Fourier iteration
techniques (Codona et al. 2006) to find a valid
phase pattern. Currently globally-optimal phase
patterns can be found using direct convex opti-
mization (Por 2017). APPs can create dark zones
with or without point symmetry.
While it may seem that combining both phase and
amplitude apodizing in a pupil-plane coronagraph might
yield coronagraphs with higher throughput than either
SPCs and APPs, this is not the case. Por (2017) shows
that global optimization of a complex-amplitude pupil-
plane apodizer will always yield a phase-only apodizer.
A corollary is that an APP coronagraph will always out-
perform a SPC, barring implementation details, as the
solution space for SPCs is a subset of the solution space
for pupil-plane coronagraphs with a complex-amplitude
apodizer. That is, for a fixed telescope pupil shape,
dark zone geometry and contrast requirement, the op-
timal APP will have the same or a higher throughput
compared to the optimal SPC. In practice however, for
point-symmetric dark zones the gain in throughput is
usually minimal, except when the design requirements
are so demanding that the throughput is already low for
both the SPC and APP coronagraphs (Por 2017).
The sheer simplicity of the optical layout of pupil-
plane coronagraphs has led to their widespread use in
high-contrast imaging instruments (Otten et al. 2017;
Doelman et al. 2017; Currie et al. 2018). However this
simple optical layout also implies worse performance
compared to coronagraphs with a more complicated
optical layout, due to their more limited design free-
dom. Because of this, the SPC is often combined with
a Lyot stage downstream of the apodizer (Soummer
2004; Zimmerman et al. 2016). A Lyot stage consists
of a focal-plane mask, which apodizes part of the point
spread function, and a pupil-plane mask, called a Lyot-
stop mask, that further filters out the residual stellar
light. An SPC combined with a Lyot stage is called an
Apodized Pupil Lyot Coronagraph (APLC). The added
Lyot stage has the effect of reducing the inner working
angle and allowing deeper design contrasts. The APLC
is able to achieve space-based contrasts at reasonable in-
ner working angles and throughput, making it a baseline
coronagraph to which other, more complicated corona-
graph designs are compared (Pueyo et al. 2017; Riggs
et al. 2017).
The success of the APLC leads us to the question:
what is the performance of a phase-apodized-pupil Lyot
coronagraph (PAPLC)? In Section 2 we will outline the
numerical optimization method for designing a PAPLC.
We will distinguish two types of PAPLCs: one with
an annular focal-plane mask and point-symmetric dark
zones, and one with a knife-edge focal-plane mask and
one-sided dark zones. We will perform a study for the
parameter space for simplified telescope pupils for each
type in Section 3 and 4 respectively. To demonstrate
the PAPLC for realistic telescope pupils we show de-
signs for the VLT/SPHERE instrument and LUVOIR-
A telescope in Section 5. Finally, we will conclude with
Section 6.
2. OVERVIEW OF THE NUMERICAL
OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM
In this section we will outline the optimization pro-
cedure for PAPLCs. This procedure is based on con-
vex optimization and modifies that of Por (2017), where
convex optimization is used for optimizing APPs. We
will start by formally defining the optimization problem.
Then we will convexify this problem to make global opti-
mization more efficient. Furthermore, we will study how
symmetries can be included in the optimization and how
these affect the optimal phase pattern. Finally, we dis-
cuss how to constrain the tip-tilt of the apodizer in a
way that keeps the optimization problem convex.
2.1. Problem definition
The optical layout of the PAPLC is shown schemati-
cally in Figure 1. While joint optimization of the focal-
plane mask and Lyot stop is in principle possible, we will
3a) Two-sided dark zone
b) One-sided dark zone
Figure 1. The optical layout of the PAPLC with a) point-
symmetric dark zones, and b) one-sided dark zones follows a
standard Lyot-style optical setup. The focal-plane mask for
point-symmetric dark zones is annular, while it is a knife edge
for the one-sided dark zone. In this study we optimize the
pre-apodizer (in orange), viewing the parameters of the focal-
plane mask and the Lyot stop (in green) as hyperparameters.
restrict ourselves in this study to parameterized focal-
plane masks and Lyot stops only. Their parameters will
be viewed as hyperparameters on the optimization prob-
lem for finding the optimal apodizer. In this study, the
number of hyperparameters is limited, and brute-force
optimization is used to optimize them at an accept-
able performance cost. More advanced black-box global
optimizers, such as Bayesian optimization approaches
(Kushner 1964; Snoek et al. 2012) or Monte-Carlo tech-
niques (Fogarty et al. 2018), can be used if more hyper-
parameters are required.
Additionally, while many types of focal-plane mask
designs are possible, we restrict ourselves in this study
to either annular focal-plane masks for point-symmetric
dark zones, or an offset knife-edge focal-plane mask for
one-sided dark zones. For our parameter studies in Sec-
tions 3 and 4 we will use simplified apertures. There
we will use a circularly-obscured telescope pupil and an
annular Lyot stop. Furthermore, we will solely use annu-
lar dark zones for the point-symmetric dark zones, and
D-shaped dark zones as one-sided dark zones. All pa-
rameters for the telescope pupil, focal-plane mask, Lyot
stop and dark zone geometry are shown schematically
in Figure 2.
We will use aperture photometry as the main metric
for coronagraph performance, and follow Ruane et al.
(2018) for our definitions. Here we give a short summary
of these definitions for completeness.
We define η0 as the encircled energy within a circle
with a radius of 0.7λ/D of a normalized PSF generated
by the optical system without any coronagraphic masks,
so with no apodizer mask, focal-plane mask or Lyot stop
mask. This PSF is normalized such that the total power
equals one. We define ηp(k, λ) as the encircled energy
within a circle with a radius of 0.7λ/D centered around
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Figure 2. The definition of all masks used in this work.
These masks are used for the parameter study in Sec-
tions 3 and 4. Centered masks are used for both point-
symmetric and one-sided dark zones. The left-justified masks
are for two-sided dark zones, while the right-justified masks
are used for one-sided dark zones. In general though, ar-
bitrary telescope pupils, Lyot masks, focal-plane masks and
dark zone geometries can be used with a PAPLC.
k, of the planetary, off-axis PSF, where the planet is
located at k, through the coronagraphic optical system.
We define ηs(k, λ) as the encircled energy within a circle
with a radius of 0.7λ/D centered around k, of the stellar,
on-axis image through the coronagraphic optical system.
We can now define the throughput T (k, λ) as the ra-
tio between encircled energies of the non-coronagraphic
PSF and the off-axis coronagraphic PSF:
T (k, λ) = ηp(k, λ)/η0. (1)
The raw contrast C(k, λ) is defined as the ratio between
stellar and planetary encircled energies:
C(k, λ) = ηs(k, λ)/ηp(k, λ). (2)
4The design raw contrast Cdesign is defined as the max-
imum raw contrast in the dark zone D over the whole
spectral band:
Cdesign = max
k∈D,λ∈[λ−,λ+]
C(k), (3)
where λ−, λ+ are the minimum and maximum wave-
length in the spectral band. Finally we define the inner
working angle IWA as the smallest angular separation
for which the throughput is larger than half of its max-
imum value for the whole spectral band:
IWA = min
{k:T (k,λ)> 12 maxk .T (k,λ)},λ∈[λ−,λ+]
|k| (4)
We can now define the optimization problem for the
PAPLC. We try to maximize the throughput of the
planet while simultaneously constraining the raw con-
trast in the dark zone. The phase pattern φ(x) can
vary across the aperture. As the throughput T (k, λ)
varies across the field of view and as function of wave-
length across the spectral band, we take the maximum
attained throughput at the center wavelength λ0 as a
measure for the overall throughput. The optimization
problem is given by:
maximize
φ(x)
max
k
T (k, λ0) (5a)
subject to ηs(k, λ) < ηp(k, λ) · 10−c(k) (5b)
∀ k ∈ D ∀ λ ∈ [λ−, λ+],
where 10−c(k) is the design contrast in the dark zone, x
is a position in the pre-apodizer, k is a position in the
post-coronagraphic focal plane, D is the dark zone, λ is
the wavelength of the light, and [λ−, λ+] is the spectral
bandwidth for which we want to optimize.
2.2. Simplification and convexification
This optimization problem is non-convex. This means
that there could be many local optima and ensuring
that the found solution is globally optimal requires a
full search of the parameter space. We often prefer con-
vex optimization problems, as they only permit only a
single local optimum (which is then also globally opti-
mal). This makes solving convex optimization problems
much easier than non-convex problems. In order to con-
vexify our non-convex optimization problem, we need to
simplify it quite a bit.
We will discard the aperture photometry methodol-
ogy in the optimization procedure. This will help us to
convexify the objective function later on and will sim-
plify the notation. We will still evaluate all designs using
aperture photometry. This yields for the optimization
problem:
maximize
φ(x)
|Enoncoro,λ0(0)|2 (6a)
subject to |Ecoro,λ(k)|2 < 10−c(k)|Enoncoro,λ(k)|2
(6b)
∀ k ∈ D ∀ λ ∈ [λ−, λ+],
where Ecoro,λ(k) is the on-axis PSF at wavelength λ and
Enoncoro,λ(k) is the on-axis PSF without the focal-plane
mask but with the apodizer and Lyot stop mask in the
optical system:
Ecoro,λ(k) = Pλ{L(x)P−1λ {M(k)Pλ{Epup(x)}}},
(7a)
Enoncoro,λ(k) = Pλ{L(x)Epup(x)}, (7b)
Epup(x) = A(x) exp iφ(x), (7c)
where A(x) is the telescope pupil, M(k) is the focal-
plane mask, L(x) is the Lyot stop, Pλ{·} is the propa-
gation operator that propagates an electric field from a
pupil plane to a focal plane given a wavelength of λ and
P−1λ {·} is the inverse of this operator, propagating an
electric field from a focal plane to a pupil plane.
This simplification makes the optimization more
tractable, but not yet convex. We change the complex
phase exponential exp iφ(x) into the complex amplitude
X(x) + iY (x), so that
Epup(x) = A(x)(X(x) + iY (y)), (8)
and add the phase-only constraint
X2(x) + Y 2(x) = 1 (9)
to the optimization problem. This additional constraint
requires the amplitude of the now complex-amplitude
apodizer transmission to be one.
Furthermore we can remove the piston symmetry from
the optimization problem: the problem is invariant un-
der the transformation S : φ(x)→ φ(x) + α, where α is
any arbitrary constant. So when we have found a solu-
tion φˆ(x), we know that Sφˆ(x) = φˆ(x)+α is also a solu-
tion of the problem. This means that the solution to the
problem is non-unique and the problem therefore non-
convex. We remove this symmetry by maximizing the
real part of the non-coronagraphic electric field, rather
than its absolute value. The choice of maximizing the
real part, instead of any other linear combination of real
and imaginary part is arbitrary. The removal of this
symmetry alone does not guarantee a unique solution in
general; it only removes a source of non-convexity from
5the problem. The optimization problem now reads:
maximize
X(x),Y (x)
R {Enoncoro,λ0(0)} (10a)
subject to |Ecoro,λ(k)|2 < 10−c(k)|Enoncoro,λ(k)|2
(10b)
∀ k ∈ D ∀ λ ∈ [λ−, λ+]
X2(x) + Y 2(x) = 1∀x. (10c)
At this point the objective function is fully linear and
therefore convex, and the first constraint is quadratic
but convex as well. The only remaining source of non-
convexity stems from the phase-only constraint on the
complex-amplitude apodizer transmission. Similar to
Por (2017) we allow the apodizer to vary not only in
phase, but also in amplitude. This convexifies the last
constraint and yields the following convex optimization
problem:
maximize
X(x),Y (x)
R {Enoncoro,λ0(0)} (11a)
subject to |Ecoro,λ(k)|2 < 10−c(k)|Enoncoro,λ(k)|2
(11b)
∀ k ∈ D ∀ λ ∈ [λ−, λ+]
X2(x) + Y 2(x) ≤ 1∀x. (11c)
This problem can easily be solved using standard
large-scale optimization algorithms, such as those im-
plemented in Gurobi (Gurobi Optimization 2016). This
convexified problem does not guarantee a phase-only so-
lution, but we will see that in practice all solutions turn
out to be phase only. Furthermore, similarly to SPCs
and APPs as mentioned above, the solutions space for
APLCs is a subspace of this complex-amplitude apodizer
optimization. As the latter produces PAPLCs in prac-
tice, a PAPLC will always perform the same or better
than an APLC for a given telescope pupil, dark zone
geometry and design contrast.
2.3. Symmetry considerations
In general symmetric optimization problems are guar-
anteed to yield symmetric globally-optimal solutions if
the optimization problem has multiple solutions (Wa-
terhouse 1983). Applying the symmetry transformation
to one globally-optimal solution can yield a different,
but also globally-optimal solution. In our case, the final
optimization problem is convex, and as such has only
a single, unique solution, so any symmetry in the opti-
mization problem must also be satisfied by the unique
solution.
Making use of these symmetries can significantly re-
duce the computational complexity of the optimiza-
tion. For example, for a point-symmetric focal-plane
mask M(k) = M(−k) and a point-symmetric dark zone
(−x ∈ D ∀ x ∈ D), the transformation Y (x) → −Y (x)
is a symmetry of the problem. Therefore Y (x) =
−Y (x) = 0 ∀ x and the complex transmission of the
apodizer is real-valued. The optimization problem is
now significantly simplified. The only remaining non-
linear (in this case quadratic) constraint in Equation 11c
can be replaced by two linear constraints. This yields a
linear program, which is extremely easy to solve, even
for a large number of variables.
Another interesting example is that of circular sym-
metry. If the telescope aperture, focal-plane mask, Lyot
stop and dark zone are circularly symmetric, then the
apodizer must consist of rings and must be completely
real-valued (as circular symmetry implies point symme-
try). This yields in practice an apodizer consisting of
rings of zero and pi phase. This simplification signifi-
cantly reduces the dimensionality of the solution space,
thereby substantially reducing the computational com-
plexity, which enables more extensive parameter studies,
as shown in Section 3.
2.4. Tip-tilt correction for one-sided dark zones
For one-sided dark zones, the contrast is constrained
only on one side of the PSF. In this case the optimizer
tends to add a small tilt on the phase solution. The rea-
son for this is that the optimizer maximizes the real part
of the non-coronagraphic PSF at the optical axis, not at
its peak. This seemingly tiny difference allows the op-
timizer to shift the peak of the non-coronagraphic PSF
slightly in cases where the decrease in flux at the opti-
cal axis due to the shifted PSF is compensated by the
increase in coronagraph throughput due to a less aggres-
sive phase plate design. This centroid shift is unwanted
as it effectively increases the inner working angle of the
coronagraph. This effect is particularly prevalent for
aggressive designs with small inner working angles, as a
lot of throughput can be gained from shifting the PSF
by a small amount. In these cases, the optimizer will
produce a design with a larger inner working angle than
what was asked.
The same effect is also commonly seen when optimiz-
ing one-sided APPs (Por 2017), and we deal with it here
in the same way. We constrain the intensity of the non-
coronagraphic PSF to be smaller or equal to the inten-
sity at the center of the non-coronagraphic PSF. This en-
sures that the maximum of the non-coronagraphic PSF
is always attained at the optical axis so that any move-
ment of the centroid of the planet is not allowed. Math-
ematically, this constraint is expressed as
|Enoncoro,λ0(k)|2 ≤ |Enoncoro,λ0(0)|2 ∀ k. (12)
6This constraint is convex, and does therefore not affect
convexity of the optimization problem. Despite this, the
resulting optimization problem is in practice extremely
slow to solve, due to the quadratic nature of the added
constraint. Adopting a linearized version of this con-
straint, akin to Por (2017), yields an order of magnitude
improvement in run time. A complete version of the
optimization problem can be found in Appendix A, in-
cluding all approximations and modifications necessary
to create an efficient numerical optimization problem.
3. PARAMETER STUDY FOR
POINT-SYMMETRIC DARK ZONES
First we discuss point-symmetric dark zones. As this
case is extremely similar to APLCs, we compare the
PAPLC directly to the equivalent APLC. These APLCs
are obtained using a similar optimization procedure.
This can be derived starting from Equation 11, setting
Y (x) = 0 and additionally constraining X(x ≥ 0. This
optimization problem for APLCs is equivalent to that
used by Zimmerman et al. (2016).
To show the performance of a PAPLC, we use simpli-
fied telescope pupils. We use a circular telescope pupil
with a circular central obscuration with a fractional size
of CO = DCO/Dtel . We use an annular Lyot mask
parameterized by an inner and outer diameter, LID and
LOD respectively. These masks are shown schematically
in Figure 2. We will use an annular focal-plane mask,
parameterized by an inner and outer diameter, fID and
fOD respectively. The dark zone is also annular, param-
eterized by an inner and outer radius DZmin ≥ fID/2
and DZmax ≤ fOD/2. These masks are shown schemat-
ically in Figure 2.
In Figure 3 we show some example PAPLCs along
with equivalent APLC designs. Overall we can see that
the ring structure in the PAPLCs is very similar to that
of the APLCs. The rings are smaller by about a factor
of two, which is to be expected as the apodization in
phase has twice the effect of a zero transmission ring,
however the rings are at the same position.
We perform a full parameter study on the PAPLC and
compared it to the similar APLC parameter study. We
let the dark zone inner diameter change from DZmin =
2.0λ0/D to DZmin = 3.5λ0/D, and fix the dark zone
outer diameter at DZmax = 13.25λ0/D. We vary the
focal-plane mask inner diameter from fID = 2DZmin −
5λ0/D to fID = 2DZmin . The focal-plane mask outer
diameter is fixed at fOD = 2DZmax , as it was found to
have no influence on the throughput of both the PAPLC
and the APLC. We vary the Lyot mask inner diameter
from LID = CO to LID = CO + 0.4, and the outer
diameter from LOD = 0.85 to LOD = 1. The relative
spectral bandwidth was 10%. We performed the pa-
rameter study for design contrasts from 10−5 to 10−10
with central obscuration ratios varying from 0% to 30%,
to represent a full range of potential ground-based and
space-based instrument parameters.
In Figure 4 we show the maximum throughput for a
combination of dark zone inner diameter, central obscu-
ration ratio and design contrast, where all other hyper-
parameters have been optimized out using the brute-
force optimization procedure in Section 2.1. APLCs
are denoted by filled points and solid lines, while the
PAPLC has open points and dashed lines. It is clear that
PAPLCs for point-symmetric dark zones do not hold a
big advantage over APLCs. Only when throughput is
already compromised, the PAPLC can gain a significant
advantage, at most ∼ 50% in this parameter space.
Also clear is the plateau behaviour of the throughput:
at some points the throughput can be almost insensi-
tive to dark zone inner diameter, while at other points
the throughput can drop rapidly for even a small change
in dark zone inner diameter. This drop in throughput
occurs every 0.5 to 1λ0/D. The drops change their cen-
ter position as function of central obscuration ratio and
contrast, and can sometimes merge. This behaviour is
similar to that of APPs and shaped pupils with annular
dark zones Por (2017).
In conclusion: the PAPLC is marginally better than
the APLC, but the difference between them is extremely
minor, easily overshadowed by the ease of manufacturing
of binary amplitude masks. Only where the throughput
is low, the PAPLC offers a large relative, but small ab-
solute, performance gain.
4. PARAMETER STUDY FOR ONE-SIDED DARK
ZONES
As phase-only apodizers can bring about one-sided
dark zones, it is interesting to look at a Lyot-style coro-
nagraph based on a one-sided dark zone. We use a focal-
plane mask that blocks all the light on one side of the
focal-plane. This mask is offset from the center of the
PSF by fedge . We again use an annular Lyot stop. The
dark zone is D-shaped on the side of the PSF that is
not blocked by the focal-plane mask. These masks are
shown schematically in Figure 2.
The propagation through the focal-plane mask is per-
formed using standard forward and backward FFTs on a
zero-padded pupil. As the knife-edge is invariant across
the y-axis, we can view all rows of the pupil as inde-
pendent and avoid performing an FFT across the y-
axis, as well as all FFTs across the x-axis on the zero-
padded rows. This makes for a much faster propaga-
tion and reduced memory usage. An implementation
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of this method is available in the open-source package
HCIPy (Por et al. 2018).
We show some examples in Figure 5. We can see that
the phase apodizer acts as an APP, in that it creates
a one-sided dark zone with a deepening raw contrast
as function of angular separation. At no point however
does the stellar PSF at the focal-plane mask reach the
required design contrast. The design raw contrast is pro-
duced by the focal-plane mask and the Lyot-stop mask,
deepening the contrast by more that three decades.
4.1. Contrast, inner working angle and central
obscuration ratio
We perform a full parameter study on the PAPLC for
one-sided dark zones. We let the dark zone inner radius
change from DZmin = 0.4λ0/D to DZmin = 2.0λ0/D,
and fixed the outer radius at DZmax = 8λ0/D, mainly
limited by the computational run time for the full pa-
rameter study. We varied the focal-plane mask offset
from fedge = DZmin to fedge = DZmin − 1.0λ0/D. The
Lyot-mask parameters are varied in the same way as
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Figure 4. Throughput vs inner working angle for various contrasts for an annular dark zone. Solid lines and solid points are
APLC designs, dashed lines and open points are PAPLC designs. The design contrast ranges from 10−5 to 10−10. Each point
is a coronagraph design for which all hyperparameters (focal-plane mask size, and Lyot stop inner and outer diameters) have
been optimized.
for the point-symmetric dark zone. All masks were
calculated for a single wavelength only: we presume
monochromatic light. We performed the parameter
study for design contrasts from 10−5 to 10−10 with cen-
tral obscuration ratios varying from 0% to 30%, to rep-
resent a full range of potential ground-based and space-
based instrument requirements.
In Figure 6 we show the maximum throughput for a
combination of dark zone inner diameter, central obscu-
ration ratio and design contrast, where all other param-
eters have been optimized out. Shrinking the Lyot stop
had no positive effects on the throughputs: having the
Lyot stop the same as the telescope pupil yielded the
best throughput. Also clear is that for dark zone inner
radii of ' 1.2λ0/D the throughput is relatively inde-
pendent of design contrast. This is a useful property for
coronagraphs destined for space-based instruments. We
also see that throughput at a fixed dark zone inner ra-
dius is relatively insensitive to central obscuration ratio
of the telescope pupil.
4.2. Achromatization and residual atmospheric
dispersion
We can produce an achromatic design from any
monochromatic design by centering the focal-plane mask
(ie. using fedge = 0) and introducing a wavelength-
dependent shift using a phase tilt at the phase-only
apodizer. This phase tilt acts in the same way as the
phase pattern, so we can simply modify the apodizer
pattern by adding a tilt on it. In this way, as the PSF
grows with wavelength, it will offset the PSF by the same
amount, leaving the edge of the focal-plane mask in the
same position relative to the rescaled PSF. This makes
the one-sided PAPLC completely achromatic in theory
(barring experimental effects). One possible downside
to this practice is that the planetary PSF inherits this
phase tilt, which acts as a grating smearing out its light
across the detector. For small focal-plane mask offsets
however, this effect can be quite small. For example,
for a relative spectral bandwidth of ∆λ/λ0 = 20%,
and a focal-plane offset of fedge = 1.6λ/D, the planet
is smeared out across ∆λ/λ0 · fedge = 0.32λ0/D, well
within the size of the Airy core of the planet. This
smearing is independent of field position.
The focal-plane mask is translation invariant in one di-
rection. This means that any tip-tilt errors in that direc-
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Figure 5. Some examples of PAPLC designs with one-sided dark zones. The color scale for phase is from −1 rad to 1 rad but
typically the phase pattern rms is ∼ 0.4 rad. We show the image at the focal-plane mask with a translucent focal-plane mask
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tion will have no influence on the coronagraphic perfor-
mance other than movement of the coronagraphic PSF.
We will explore the tip-tilt senstivity of the PAPLC fur-
ther in Section 5.3. Here we focus on the application
of this insensitivity for residual atmospheric dispersion
for ground-based telescopes. As telescopes get larger,
atmospheric dispersion will become stronger relative to
the size of the Airy core, making the performance of
the atmospheric dispersion corrector even more critical
for future large ground-based telescopes (Pathak et al.
2016).
As the PAPLC is insensitive to tip-tilt along one axis,
we can align the residual atmospheric dispersion along
the knife edge. In this case, the atmospheric disper-
sion doesn’t degrade the coronagraph performance, and
we would only require . 1 λ0/D of residual atmo-
spheric dispersion, instead of less than a few tenths to
hundredths of λ0/D for other focal-plane coronagraphs.
This significantly relaxes the constraints on the atmo-
spheric dispersion correctors and simplifies their imple-
mentation and complexity. Of course, this is only pos-
sible on telescopes where the orientation of the pupil is
fixed with respect to the zenith, which is the case for all
alt-azimuth-mounted telescopes, the majority of current
large telescopes.
In Figure 7 we show each of these effects for an ex-
ample PAPLC design. We show the design PAPLC
post-coronagraphic PSF, a post-coronagraphic PSF
with (isotropic) tip-tilt jitter and a broadband light
source, a post-coronagraphic PSF with broadband light
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Figure 6. Throughput vs inner working angle for various contrasts for a one-sided dark zone. All designs are PAPLC designs.
The design contrast ranges from 10−5 to 10−10. Each point is a coronagraph design for which all hyperparameters (focal-plane
mask offset, and Lyot stop inner and outer diameters) have been optimized. Each of the example designs in Figure 5 correspond
to a point in this figure.
and a 0.5λ/D residual atmospheric dispersion pointed
along the focal-plane mask edge, and finally a post-
coronagraphic PSF with (isotropic) tip-tilt jitter, resid-
ual atmospheric dispersion, broadband light and an
injected planet.
5. CASE STUDIES FOR VLT/SPHERE AND
LUVOIR-A
To show that the PAPLC can handle more compli-
cated apertures as well, we present two case studies.
The first is a design for VLT/SPHERE, showing that
the design method can deal with a complex telescope
pupil consisting of spiders and dead deformable mirror
actuators. The second is a design for LUVOIR-A, show-
ing that designs with space-based contrasts are possible,
and showing that the PAPLC can handle the segmented
telescope pupil with spiders and central obscuration seen
in future large space telescopes.
5.1. VLT/SPHERE
As VLT/SPHERE is a ground-based instrument, it
contains an AO system that will limit the raw contrast
of resulting images to a level of ∼ 10−4 to ∼ 10−6. We
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Figure 7. Raw post-coronagraphic images for a one-sided
dark zone with an inner working angle of 1.6λ/D with in-
creasing imperfections. Top left: Only tip-tilt jitter with
0.003λ/D rms. Top right: tip-tilt jitter and 20% broad-
band light. Bottom left: tip-tilt jitter, broadband light and
0.5λ0/D residual dispersion from the ADC. Bottom right:
tip-tilt jitter, broadband light, residual dispersion and a
planet, indicated with an arrow, with a raw contrast of 10−9
relative to the host star.
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Figure 8. The case study design for VLT/SPHERE. We show the apodizer phase pattern, focal-plane mask and Lyot stop.
Additionally, we show the light in each of the coronagraphic planes: before and after the focal-plane mask (on a logarithmic
scale), and before and after the Lyot stop (on a logarithmic scale, normalized to the peak intensity). Finally, the normalized
irradiance of the post-coronagraphic stellar PSF is shown (on a logarithmic scale). Note that the peak in the post-coronagraphic
stellar PSF is not the Airy core, but rather a stellar leakage at a relative intensity of ∼ 2× 10−4 that of the star PSF.
fix the design raw contrast at 10−7 to avoid having the
coronagraph limit the raw contrast of observations. The
outer working angle was fixed at 30λ/D. For the Lyot
mask we used that of the existing ALC2 Lyot mask in
VLT/SPHERE (Guerri et al. 2011) to simplify integra-
tion in the VLT/SPHERE instrument. We performed
a small parameter study on the inner working angle, of
which we present here only one of the solutions. This
solution has an inner working angle of 1.4λ/D and a
focal-plane mask offset of fedge = 1.0λ/D. We show the
phase solution, PSF on the focal-plane mask, intensity
at the Lyot stop and post-coronagraphic PSF in Fig-
ure 8.
The light at the positions of the dead actuators on the
deformable mirror in VLT/SPHERE are blocked at the
apodizer. This provides greater resilience against the
unknown positions of the dead actuators. For traditional
Lyot coronagraphs and also APLCs, dead deformable
mirror actuators are usually blocked in the Lyot stop.
This however requires a small blocking element in the
focal-plane mask, as in this case the local perturbation
caused by the dead deformable mirror actuator is kept
local by the focal-plane mask making it possible to effi-
ciently block its resulting speckles in the Lyot stop. In
our case however, the focal-plane mask blocks over half
of the field of view, making it necessary for the light im-
pinging on dead actuators on the deformable mirror to
be blocked upstream at the apodizer, as speckles caused
by a dead actuator are now spread out in the Lyot stop.
Also the support structure of the secondary mirror has
been thickened, the secondary obscuration broadened
and the outer diameter of the pupil shrunk to accom-
modate a misalignment in translation of the apodizer of
up to 0.5% of the diameter of the re-imaged telescope
pupil.
5.2. LUVOIR-A
As LUVOIR-A is a space telescope, we fix the de-
sign raw contrast at 10−10. The outer working angle
was also fixed at 30λ/D. For the Lyot mask we used
a thickened version of the LUVOIR-A pupil, where seg-
ment gaps, spiders and central obscuration were broad-
ened and the outer diameter was shrunk by ∼ 1.5%. No
attempt was made to optimize this percentage as a hy-
perparameter. We performed a small parameter study
on the inner working angle, of which we present here
only one of the solutions. This solution has an inner
working angle of 2.2λ/D and a focal-plane mask offset
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Figure 9. The case study design for the LUVOIR-A telescope. We show the apodizer phase pattern, focal-plane mask and
Lyot stop. Additionally, we show the light in each of the coronagraphic planes: before and after the focal-plane mask (on
a logarithmic scale), and before and after the Lyot stop (on a logarithmic scale, normalized to the peak intensity). Finally,
the normalized irradiance of the post-coronagraphic stellar PSF is shown (on a logarithmic scale). Note that the peak in the
post-coronagraphic stellar PSF is not the Airy core, but rather a stellar leakage at a relative intensity of ∼ 2× 10−5 that of the
star PSF.
of fedge = 1.8λ/D. We show the phase solution, PSF
on the focal-plane mask, intensity at the Lyot stop and
post-coronagraphic PSF in Figure 9.
5.3. Performance
We show the throughput and contrast for both case
studies in Figure 10. We see that the inner working
angles for the two coronagraph designs is 1.4λ/D for
VLT/SPHERE and 2.2λ/D for LUVOIR-A. At larger
angular separations the throughput rises quickly, reach-
ing 90% of its maximum throughput at 4λ/D and
4.2λ/D for the VLT/SPHERE and LUVOIR-A design
respectively.
The maximum throughput is 66% and 78% for the
VLT/SPHERE and LUVOIR-A design respectively. For
the VLT/SPHERE design this maximum throughput is
primarily limited by the Lyot mask. The throughput
without phase-apodizer is ∼ 69%, and the addition of
any phase pattern on top can only reduce the through-
put from there on. The throughput for the LUVOIR-A
design however is shared between the phase apodization
and the Lyot stop: without the Lyot-stop the through-
put is ∼ 87%.
We also show the throughput for novel APLC de-
signs for the VLT/SPHERE instrument and LUVOIR-
A telescope. The VLT/SPHERE APLC design is a
preliminary solution for a possible future upgrade of
VLT/SPHERE (courtesy Mamadou N’Diaye). The
LUVOIR-A APLC design is a part of a coronagraph
design study for the LUVOIR-A aperture (courtesy
Re´mi Soummer). Their design procedure for both is
based on the hybrid shaped pupil/APLC designs by
N’Diaye et al. (2016). The inner working angle and
maximum throughput of the PAPLC and APLC de-
signs are summarized in Table 1. Care must be taken
when directly comparing throughput between APLC
and PAPLC designs, due to their different field of views.
During survey mode, one needs to observe at several
sky-rotation angles or roll angles to retrieve a complete
image for the full field of view, effectively reducing the
throughput by a factor corresponding to the number
of observations. During characterization mode however,
field of view is irrelevant, and a direct comparison can be
made. The PAPLC designs yield almost double or triple
the maximum throughput, for the VLT/SPHERE and
LUVOIR-A design respectively, mostly or completely
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Figure 10. The throughput, raw contrast and normalized
irradiance for both the VLT/SPHERE and LUVOIR-A de-
signs. Also shown are the throughput for APLC designs for
each telescope. Note that the PAPLC has a smaller field of
view compared to the APLC designs, which should be taken
into account during survey mode but is irrelevant in char-
acterization mode. The inner working angles and maximum
throughput for each of the coronagraph designs are listed in
Table 1.
VLT/SPHERE LUVOIR-A
Quantity PAPLC APLC PAPLC APLC
IWA 1.4λ0/D 2.4λ0/D 2.2λ0/D 3.7λ0/D
Tmax 66% 38% 78% 28%
Table 1. The inner working angle and throughput for all
coronagraph designs shown in Figure 10. Care must be
taken when directly comparing maximum throughput be-
tween PAPLC and APLC designs, due to their different field
of view. A discussion of theses quantities can be found in
the text.
neutralizing the disadvantage in field of view. Further-
more, it provides a significantly reduced inner working
angle by 1.0λ0/D and 1.5λ0/D for the VLT/SPHERE
and LUVOIR-A designs respectively.
To test the coronagraph as function of tip-tilt jitter
of the on-axis source, we show slices of the normal-
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Figure 11. Slices of the normalized irradiance for varying
values of the RMS tip-tilt error on the star for both the
VLT/SPHERE and LUVOIR-A design. The different RMS
values were chosen to show the transition from no effect to
a significant effect on the normalized irradiance. A normal,
isotropic distribution was assumed for tip-tilt.
ized intensity at various values for tip-tilt errors in Fig-
ure 11. We assume a normal, isotropic distribution of
the tip-tilt offset with a standard deviation of σ. For the
VLT/SPHERE design a < 3 × 10−6 contrast for angu-
lar separations > 2.1λ/D is still achieved with a tip-tilt
rms of σ < 0.1λ/D. This tip-tilt performance is (al-
most) achieved with current high-contrast imagers from
the ground at infrared wavelengths (Fusco et al. 2014;
Esca´rate et al. 2018). For the LUVOIR-A design, a con-
trast of < 5 × 10−9 for angular separations > 2.5λ/D
is achieved at a tip-tilt rms of σ < 0.01λ/D. This tip-
tilt sensitivity is significantly worse than the APLC for
LUVOIR-A, and has to be improved for the PAPLC to
be considered a viable option for giant space telescopes.
Both designs presented in this section, in fact all
designs presented in this work, are not made robust
against aberrations or misalignment of the Lyot stop.
As APLCs can be made robust to aberrations by in-
cluding these aberrations in the optimization problem
(N’Diaye et al. 2015), one can postulate that PAPLCs
might be able to be made robust as well. The design
of robust PAPLCs and an analysis of the corresponding
hit in coronagraphic throughput is left for future work.
6. CONCLUSIONS
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In this work we presented the phase-apodized-pupil
Lyot coronagraph. This coronagraph uses a standard
Lyot-style architecture and its design procedure is a
mix between that for the APLC and the APP corona-
graph. Starting from an aperture-photometric method-
ology, we derive a tractable optimization problem to ob-
tain a globally-optimal solution for the phase pattern
in the PAPLC. This shows that an PAPLC will always
perform equally or better an APLC by design, given a
certain focal-plane mask and Lyot-stop, barring experi-
mental or manufacturing errors.
We distinguished two cases for a PAPLC. The first
uses a conventional annular focal-plane mask and pro-
duces point-symmetric dark zones. This case provides
performance analogous to the APLC, showing similar
structure in the apodizer design. Apodizers consist of
regions of 0 or pi radians in phase, rather than 0 or 1 in
amplitude for the APLC.
The second case uses a knife-edge focal-plane mask
and is optimized to produce a one-sided dark zone. This
case yields apodizers similar to APPs, but use the Lyot
stop to gain in contrast. These designs show inner work-
ing angles as close as 1.4λ/D and can be made entirely
achromatic. Additionally the coronagraph can reach
space-based contrasts (< 10−10) at these inner working
angles at a throughput of around 60%− 80% for central
obscurations up to 30%. Furthermore, as the knife edge
is invariant to translation along one axis, the corona-
graph can handle tilt along that axis as well. We can
use this to make the coronagraph invariant to residual
atmospheric dispersion.
We presented two designs for realistic telescope pupils:
one for VLT/SPHERE as an example of a ground-based
telescope, and one for LUVOIR-A as an example of a
space-based telescope. This shows that the PAPLC can
deal with blocking dead deformable mirror actuators,
secondary support structure and the segmentation in
these telescope pupils.
Future research will focus on testing PAPLC in a lab
setting and finally on sky. Additionally, making the
PAPLC robust against low-order aberrations is certainly
intriguing from a design perspective. Another interest-
ing avenue for future research is integrating the PAPLC
with wavefront sensing. As the light from the bright side
of the PSF is blocked by the focal plane mask, one can
envision using a reflective focal-plane mask instead, and
reimaging the bright side on a separate, fast detector.
Adding a defocus to this reimaged PSF allows recon-
struction of the phase of the incoming wavefront using
phase diversity (Gonsalves 1982) or spatial linear dark
field control (Miller et al. 2017).
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APPENDIX
A. FULL OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM
Here we state the full optimization problem, as solved by the large-scale optimization software. This includes
linearized constraints on the contrast, and a linearized version of the tip-tilt correction algorithm as presented in
Section 2.4.
maximize
X(x),Y (x)
R {Enoncoro,λ0(0)} (A1a)
subject to X2(x) + Y 2(x) ≤ 1 ∀ x (A1b)
R {Ecoro,λ}+ I {Ecoro,λ} ≤
√
10−c(k)Sexpected ∀ k ∈ D ∀ λ ∈ [λ−, λ+] (A1c)
R {Ecoro,λ} − I {Ecoro,λ} ≤
√
10−c(k)Sexpected ∀ k ∈ D ∀ λ ∈ [λ−, λ+] (A1d)
−R {Ecoro,λ}+ I {Ecoro,λ} ≤
√
10−c(k)Sexpected ∀ k ∈ D ∀ λ ∈ [λ−, λ+] (A1e)
−R {Ecoro,λ} − I {Ecoro,λ} ≤
√
10−c(k)Sexpected ∀ k ∈ D ∀ λ ∈ [λ−, λ+] (A1f)
R {Enoncoro,λ0(k)} ≤ R {Enoncoro,λ0(0)} ∀ k (A1g)
−R {Enoncoro,λ0(k)} ≤ R {Enoncoro,λ0(0)} ∀ k (A1h)
I {Enoncoro,λ0(k)} ≤ R {Enoncoro,λ0(0)} ∀ k (A1i)
− I {Enoncoro,λ0(k)} ≤ R {Enoncoro,λ0(0)} ∀ k (A1j)
Here Sexpected is the expected transmission of the coronagraphic design. After optimization, this expected Strehl
ratio can be updated by:
Sexpected = (R {Enoncoro,λ0(0)})2. (A2)
The above optimization problem is then restarted with the updated expected Strehl ratio. This process is repeated
until the expected Strehl ratio converges.
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